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News in brief

US tests ballistic missile 

WASHINGTON: The United States on Tuesday suc-
cessfully tested an unarmed Minuteman III intercon-
tinental ballistic missile (ICBM) in a launch directed
from an airborne command center, the Air Force
said. The missile was launched at 12:21 am from Van-
denberg Air Force Base in California, travelling
6,700 kilometers over the Pacific Ocean before
landing in the sea near the Marshall Islands. “The
test demonstrates that the United States’ nuclear de-
terrent is safe, secure, reliable and effective,” the Air
Force said in a statement. “Airmen... were aboard the
US Navy E-6 aircraft to demonstrate the reliability
and effectiveness” of the airborne launch control
system, it said.— AFP

Iran executes convicted man 

TEHRAN: Iran yesterday executed a man con-
victed of killing a member of the Revolutionary
Guards during deadly protests in 2017-18, the ju-
diciary’s news website reported. “Mostafa Salehi,
who had murdered martyr Guard Sajad Shahsanayi
with a bullet during the riots of (December 2017-
January 2018), was executed this morning upon the
request of the victim’s family,” Mizan Online said.
The report said Salehi had shot at security forces
using a “hunting rifle”, killing Shahsanayi and
wounding six others.  — AFP 

Australia records deadliest day 

MELBOURNE: Australia’s worst-hit state of Victoria
reported 15 coronavirus deaths yesterday, including
a man in his 30s, making it the country’s deadliest day
of the pandemic to date. An outbreak in Melbourne,
Australia’s second-biggest city and the capital of
Victoria, has seen hundreds of new cases recorded
daily in recent weeks, including 725 yesterday. The
epidemic surge continued even though Melbourne
has been under a stay-at-home lockdown for nearly
a month. Victoria Premier Daniel Andrews told a
press conference that the latest fatalities included
one man in his 30s and 12 other deaths linked to care
homes for the elderly.  — AFP 

Cancer diagnoses rates fell 

WASHINGTON: The number of cancers diagnosed
weekly in the United States fell by almost fifty per-
cent during March and April compared to the recent
average, a study said Tuesday, the latest to examine
the impacts of COVID-19 lockdowns. Emergency
room visits additionally appear to have dropped for
heart attacks, strokes and even appendicitis-trends
that are being confirmed through ongoing studies.
Child vaccinations have also stalled globally, accord-
ing to the UN, and world health bodies are alarmed
by the impact on the fight against HIV, malaria and
tuberculosis as screening campaigns, logistics and
access to health care have been disrupted. — AFP 

Suspension of Nile dam talks 

CAIRO: Egypt on Tuesday called for a suspension of
meetings with Ethiopia on Addis Ababa’s massive dam
construction project on the Nile. Sudan threatened to
withdraw from the talks saying Ethiopia insisted on
linking them to renegotiating a deal on sharing the
waters of the Blue Nile. Sudan’s water and irrigation
minister, Yasser Abbas, said he received a letter from
his Ethiopian counterpart who proposed “the deal
under discussion be limited to filling up the dam and
any deal concerning its management be linked to the
question of sharing Blue Nile waters”. —AFP 

DUBLIN: Europe’s experiment in using technology
to fight coronavirus has achieved some early suc-
cesses: millions of people have downloaded smart-
phone tracker apps and hundreds have uploaded the
results of positive COVID-19 tests. Yet most Euro-
pean countries so far lack solid evidence that their
apps - which identify close contacts via Bluetooth
connections with nearby users - are actually alerting
people who may have caught the disease before they
can infect others. 

The reason? Design choices
made by governments and their
app developers to protect peo-
ple’s privacy. In many of the 11
European territories using ar-
chitecture designed by Alpha-
bet’s Google and Apple, apps
have been made to be ‘blind’ to
warnings of potential exposure
to COVID-19 flowing through
the system.

In Switzerland, for example, the Federal Office of
Public Health acknowledged that “the effectiveness
of the SwissCovid App is difficult to measure because
of the ‘privacy by design’”. The weakness puzzles
some who have championed the apps. They point out
that the Apple-Google framework does allow for
some data collection while at the same time making
it impossible for governments to stalk their own citi-
zens.

“I find it quite strange that many of the systems
are designed not to be able to monitor and evaluate,”
said Michael Veale, a lecturer at University College

London. Ireland, which uses the same standard, is
showing the benefits of being a bit less privacy-ob-
sessed. Its Covid Tracker app, which has been down-
loaded by 30% of the population, tallies how many
people upload a positive test result and how many get
notifications. 

“We’re seeing the whole end-to-end flow and suc-
cess from that perspective,” said Colme Harte, tech-
nical director at NearForm, the software development
firm that created the Irish app. A total of 58 users

registered positive tests in the
app’s first three weeks of op-
eration through to July 28,
generating 137 close contact
alerts. Of these, 129 opted to
get a follow-up call from Ire-
land’s contact tracing team.

Building trust
While the numbers are

small, partly reflecting Ire-
land’s low levels of infection with the flu-like illness,
publishing them helps to show that people can make
a contribution to fighting the pandemic by download-
ing the app. “It helps build trust that it is worth actu-
ally installing the app,” Harte told Reuters. The Irish
app has inspired spinoffs in Northern Ireland and
Gibraltar, while Scotland has picked NearForm to de-
velop its own app.

Elsewhere in Europe the data is much sketchier. “It
is impossible to say how many people have received
risk notifications,” the Robert Koch Institute, Ger-
many’s federal agency for disease control, said in an-

swer to a Reuters inquiry. This is because checking
for alerts is handled on individual devices, an ap-
proach called decentralisation. Germany’s Corona
Warn App has been downloaded more than 16 million
times, though uptake has slowed since it emerged that
some smartphones were sending the app to sleep to
save battery. The problem was soon fixed but
prompted critical media coverage.

So far 1,052 people who have tested positive have
been issued with one-time codes to upload into the
system, according to weekly figures from the Robert
Koch Institute. But there is no way of knowing if they
actually did so. Switzerland is publishing daily up-
dates on downloads, active users and uploads of pos-
itive test results - now running at a rate of just over
10 a day. —Reuters

Are they any use? With Europe’s 
black-box apps - it’s hard to tell

Smartphone apps seek to break chain of COVID-19 infection

VANTAA, Finland: Medical personnel wait for passengers at the corona virus testing point of the Helsinki-
Vantaa airport in Vantaa, Finland. Finland has now 7,466 confirmed cases with the COVID-19, with 329
fatalities. — AFP 

AYODHYA: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi will help
lay the foundations yesterday for a “grand” new Hindu temple
at a flashpoint holy site that has been the spark for some of
India’s worst sectarian violence. AFP looks at the history of
the three-acre patch of land in the holy northern town of Ay-
odhya and why it has long been an explosive source of con-
tention between India’s majority Hindus and minority
Muslims.

Why is it disputed? 
Hindus and Muslims have for decades been bitterly di-

vided over the 16th-century Babri mosque in Ayodhya. Hindus
believe the mosque was built on the ruins of an ancient temple
dedicated to their god Ram, who is also believed to have been
born on or near the site. Tensions boiled over in 1992 when a
Hindu mob tore the mosque to the ground, sparking religious
violence that left about 2,000 dead across India.

How long has it been a flashpoint? 
Hindus believe a Muslim conqueror razed the Ram temple

in the 1500s to make way for the mosque. The British erected
a fence in the 19th century to separate places of worship so
that Muslims could worship in the inner court and Hindus the

outer. But in 1949, idols of Lord Ram appeared inside the
mosque, allegedly placed by Hindus.

Who was behind its destruction? 
In 1984, a group of Hindus formed a committee to “liber-

ate” the birthplace of Ram and build a temple at the disputed
site. The movement was headed by L K Advani, a senior figure
in the ruling BJP, now headed by Modi. Its supporters began
travelling to the site to demand a temple be built.

When did tensions escalate? 
On December 6, 1992 a huge Hindu crowd converged on

the mosque site to symbolically and provocatively lay the first
stone of the new temple. The 200,000-strong mob broke
through police cordons, first smashing three domes to rubble
before reducing the rest of the historic mosque to ruins. The
destruction triggered some of the worst religious riots since
India’s bloody partition in 1947. Ten years later a trainload of
Hindu activists were burned alive as they returned from Ayo-
dhya, sparking retaliatory riots in Gujarat state that left up-
wards of 1,000 people dead, again most of them Muslims.

Where does it stand legally? 
In November India’s highest court finally settled a

decades-long, arcane legal fight that even saw the infant Ram
represented by a lawyer. The ruling awarded the site to Hin-
dus, in a major victory for Modi and the BJP. The Muslim side
were given a nearby location to construct a “prominent” new
mosque.

What will the temple look like? 
To shouts of “Hail Lord Ram”, Modi said in parliament

in February that the new temple would be “grand”. His
right-hand man, Home Minister Amit Shah, said it would
“touch the sky”. Yesterday’s ceremony, held at a time rec-
ommended by astrologers and involving 135 “revered
saints”, will use soil from almost 2,000 holy sites around
India and water of about 100 holy rivers. Silver bricks will
be used in the foundations.— AFP 

Ayodhya - India’s 
flashpoint holy site 

AMRITSAR: Workers of Bharatiya Janata Yuva
Morcha, the youth wing of the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP), burn crackers as they celebrate the
groundbreaking ceremony of the Ram Temple in
Ayodhaya, at the Ram Tirath Temple in Amritsar
yesterday. —AFP 
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KUWAIT: The COVID-19 pandemic has created the largest
disruption of education systems in history, affecting nearly 1.6
billion learners in all countries and all continents. (1) The pan-
demic has exacerbated education disparities. Learning losses
due to prolonged school closures threaten to erase progress
made in recent decades, not least for girls and young women. 
(2) Some 23.8 million additional children and youth (from pre-
primary to tertiary) could drop out or not have access to
school next year due to the pandemic’s economic impact
alone. (3) Education is a fundamental human right. It is the
bedrock of just, equal and inclusive societies and a main driver
of sustainable development. To prevent a pre-existing learn-
ing crisis from turning into a learning catastrophe, govern-
ments and the international community must step up.
(4) Once national or local outbreaks of the virus are under
control, governments must look to reopen schools safely, lis-
tening to the voices of key stakeholders and coordinating with
relevant actors, including the health community. (5) The gap
in education financing globally could increase by 30% be-
cause of the crisis. Governments need to protect education
financing in national budgets, in international development as-
sistance and through greater cooperation on debt.
(6) To cope better with future crises, governments should
strengthen the resilience of education systems by placing a
strong focus on equity and inclusion; and on reinforce capac-
ities for risk management. Failure to do so poses major risks
to international peace and stability. (7) The transformation of
education systems has been stimulated and reinforced in
many countries during the pandemic: innovative solutions for
learning and teaching continuity have flourished.
(8) Responses have also highlighted major divides, beginning
with the digital one. It is time to reimagine education and ac-
celerate positive change, and ensure that education systems
are more flexible, equitable, and inclusive. (9) To spur global
momentum around the education emergency and the need to
protect and re-imagine education in a post-COVID-19 world,
a coalition of global organizationsi is also joining forces to
launch the ‘SaveOurFuture’ campaign. This campaign will am-
plify the voices of children and young people and urge gov-
ernments worldwide to recognize investment in education as
critical to COVID-19 recovery.

UNICEF, UNESCO, WFP, World Bank, Save the Children,
Education Cannot Wait, Global Partnership for Education, Ed-
ucation Outcomes Fund, Education Commission, Asian De-
velopment Bank, African Development Bank. 
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CHENNAI: It took a while for Indians to learn how
a father and son died in hospital with blood pour-
ing from their rectum, days after police in small
southern town locked them up for violating a na-
tionwide coronavirus lockdown. Fanned by media
reports, outrage spread throughout India over
what happened between June 19 and June 23 in
Sathankulam, a town on the sub-continent’s south-
ern tip, 2,785 km from the capital New Delhi.

A month earlier, many Indians noted how com-
monplace police brutality was in their own country
when they saw the furious global reaction to im-
ages of George Floyd, a Black American man,
dying as a Milwaukee policeman knelt on his neck.
Yet, despite nearly 800 custodial deaths in India
in the latest eight years covered by official data,
no police officers were convicted in any of the
cases.

Charges have yet to be laid in Sathankulam, and
it is uncertain whether investigations into the
deaths of J Jayaraj, 59, and his son, 31-year-old
Bennicks Immanuel will lead to prosecutions, but
five officers have been named as murder suspects.
Jayaraj, the owner of a mobile phone shop, was de-
tained on June 19 after exchanging words with of-
ficers who accused him of breaking lockdown
rules. That night, accompanied by friends, includ-
ing two lawyers, Immanuel went to the police sta-
tion looking for his father.

When he remonstrated with officers over why
his father had been beaten, he was locked up too,
his friends told Reuters. Both men, allegedly, were
brutally beaten while in custody, taken to hospital,
and then transferred to jail. “When they sat on a
chair in the hospital and in a car when they were
taken to the magistrate, they left blood trails. That’s
how much they were bleeding,” said S. Rajaram,
one of lawyers. Other witnesses asked for their
names to be withheld, fearing police retribution.

Immanuel, described as fit and healthy by his
family, died on June 22. His father died on June 23.
They were buried together a day later. Jayaraj’s
eldest daughter recounted what male relatives and
friends had told her and photographs had shown.
“You should see the bedsheet they were sitting on
while being transported to the jail. It was full of
blood. And this was hours after they were brought

to a hospital,” J Persis, the daughter, told Reuters.
The case prompted popular news channels

Times Now and Republic TV to run prime time
debates on police conduct, and there were biting
commentaries in op-ed pages of national dailies.
“Coming so soon after the George Floyd incident
in the US, the Sathankulam episode should shock
our conscience,” RK Raghavan, a former Central
Bureau of Investigation director, wrote in The
Hindu newspaper.

As the media storm gathered, a court in Madu-
rai, in the southern state of Tamil Nadu, ordered
the case to be made a murder probe. As each state
has its own police force under India’s federal sys-
tem, the CBI, an agency equivalent to the US Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation, was tasked with
investigating.

On July 1, the first policeman was detained. By
July 9, cases had been filed against the five police
suspected of murder, and five suspected of abet-
ting them. Reuters was unable to establish whether
any of them had appointed lawyers. Tamil Nadu’s
police chief did not respond to a request for com-
ment for this story. The office of Tamil Nadu Chief
Minister Edapadi Palaniswami did not respond ei-
ther, though he has previously said action would
be taken “as per the law.”

Inaction
India is a country of 1.3 billion people with

massive social problems, but it is also a democracy,
with strong laws, a vibrant media and active public
interest litigation lawyers. So, when abuses happen
someone usually speaks up, even if culprits often
avoid jail. Yet out of the 783 custodial deaths be-
tween 2010 and 2018, National Crime Records
Bureau (NCRB) records shows charges were only
filed in over a sixth of the cases. And there were
no convictions. According to the National Human
Rights Commission (NHRC), the NCRB data un-
derstates the scale of the problem. It put the an-
nual average for custodial deaths at 143, some
46% higher than the NCRB average of 98.

Caste and religious frictions sometimes play a
part in custodial deaths in India, while some are
suspected extra-judicial killings of criminals who
“were trying to escape”.—Reuters

Indian police shamed 
by rare murder probe 
into custodial deaths


